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Recent advances in capdlary coIumn technolqg has made capxllary column 
gas chromatography more attractive than eker, although more or ltss senous 1m- 
perfections of the sample mtroduction techniques may restrict its full utilization 
Vanous methods have been developed to cu-cumvert lnddequate tnJector designs 
Spht InJectIon’ 2, pre-column samphng3 and the so-called falling-needle technique4 
are examples of methods that are destgned to reduce or ehmmate the problem with 
the solvent The so-called solvent front effect techn1ques-8 takes advantage of the 
presence of the sohent, which m fact aids m utrhzmg the high resolution of the 
capillary column This latter technique IS employed mainly 1n connection \vlth spht- 
less inJectIon and enables injection of microliters of sample The relationship between 
the bo1hng pomt of the solvent and the initial column temperature 1s essential 1n this 
technique A quite thorough evaluation of various parameters of the techmque has 
been performed by Yang et aLg usmg a Vanan sphtless uqector with septum and 
Injector purge They conclude, for example, that the m&al column temperature 
should be 15--30°C below the bolhng point of the solvent; that sample sizes between 
0 I and 10 PI can be inJected; that the rate of sample 1nJect1on should be about 1 
$/set, that the period of time 1n which the syringe needle IS resident 1n the InJector 
should not be less that 20 set and that the InJector purge delay time should not be less 
than 40 set 

This paper presents an Injector deslp that ehm1nates most of the drawbacks of 
the conventlonal sample mtroductlon systems with their rudiments from the era of 
packed column gas chromatography and allows an uncomphcated introduction of d 
sample_ 

EXPERKMENTAL 

In a Vanan 3700 gas chromatograph, equipped wxth flame iomzauon detectors 
and a make-up gas devxe, xas a Vanan sphtless 1nJector (\wth septum purge but no 
InJector purge) instalIed_ The dual-pen recorder was a Varian 9176 lvlth one channel 
adjustable span. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Varian splitless rqector 
This commercially available injector consrsts of a metal body in which a glass- 

lmed stainIess-steel tubing is inserted_ The carrier gas enters through the intermedrate 
space, which 1s enclosed by metal surfaces (Frg. 1). The captllary column is connected 
to the glass-lined insert_ A part of the carrrer gas flow is purgmg the septum to 
prohibit the septum bleed to enter the column and to avoid memory effects. The 
purse flow is controlled by a fkx restriction_ 

column 
Fis 1. lke Varxau sphtks injector for updlaq column gas 
volumes that are accessable to the can-xx gas and \aponnxl 

chromatography 
sample 

Shaded areas mduzate the 

Extracellular fluids (from biopsies and cell cultures), which had been elec- 
trophoretieahy extracted and fkactionated10 11, were analyzed regarding their con- 
tents of Iow-molecular-weight organic compounds. A very kited fraction of acidic 
metabohtes, de&at&d in N,N-dimethylforxmunide with N-methyl~N-(?ert.-butyldi- 
methyIsilyl)tGfiuoroacetamide (MTBSTEA, Regts), was analyzed by caprkry column 
gas chromatography employing the Vat-k sphtkss injector_ Unacceptable chromato- 
grams, similar to that in Fig 2 (upper panel), were obtained_ 
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Fig. 2. SplttIess m~ecuons (2 fl) of the same MTBSTFA-denvatued sample dxsolved m dlmethylform- 
amcde and chromatographed on a 30 m x 0 25 mm Durabond DB-5 column (J & W Scxntic), bur with 
cl&&rent mjccrors_ The oven temperature was 1OO’C dunng the zmt& 8 mm and then mcreased at 4O/nun to 
300°C. The mmor temperature was 220°C and the detector temperature was 31O’C T&e veloaty of the 
hehum camcr gas was about 20 anfsx. The chramatograms were recorded at a span ratio of 1 SO_ Upper 
panel mje&on anth the Vanan sphtks mqeztor, rmddle panel m~ectron wth tie mock&d Vznan mqector; 
lower panel mjccuon wxth the novel_ preevacuated .nJector 
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Tests wrth pure and non-polar soIvents, such as isooctane, showed that a 
decent solvent front could not be obtained at high attenuation (e g ,2 - IO-" A). The 

insert was replaced twice with new, cleaned and silanized ones and various column 
temperatures, sample volumes, rates of injection and periods of time in which the 
syringe needle resided in the injector were tested without any acceptable result_ In 
most cases a second and even a third small shoulder appeared, which together wrth 
the wide and tailing main solvent front strongly mdrcated problems with dead vol- 
umes md back flush. 

The shaded areas m Frg 1 show the volumes, which are filled wtth carrxer gas 
and during an injection wrll contain the vaporized sample. From the viewpomt of 
dead volumes the space between the insert and the injector body is excesstve and 111 
particular the volume between the gas inlet and the ferrule. During the vaporization 
process part of the sample will expand into this space and be exposed to a large, hot 
metal surface and with the well known risk of decomposition of sensitive organic 
compounds. Another remarkable dead volume 1s between the extended inner tubing 
of the insert, the nut and the ferrule for the connection of the capillary column. 

The tnodljFed Varian spirtless mjector 

The following modifications were made to reduce the dead volumes to improve 
the performance of the injector_ The purge outlet was replaced by the carrier gas mlet 
and the original inlet was plugged- The inner diameter of the mlet tubing was reduced 
to diminish the risk of back flush. The space between the insert and the injector body 
was eliminated by sealing the top of the insert to the inner top of the inlector body 
with a graphite disc_ A hole was made in the center of the drsc for the passage of the 
syringe needle- The dead space in the nut for the column attachment was filled with 
graphite by wrapping a small piece of graphite band around the protruding part of 
the insert- The dead volume was now reduced to the volume between the septum and 
the emrauce of the column and which is enclosed by glass walls except for a short 
distance in the injector body between the septum and the msert. 

The result of this modif5cation is shown in Fig. 2, middle panel. Tests wrth non- 
polar solvents showed a greatly improved shape of the solvent front; total elimmation 
of the third shoulder and an almost elimmated second one. The wide shape of these 
latter shoulders indicated bleeding from volumes not flushed by the carrier gas. This 
was substantiated by removing the graphite fillmg 111 the lower nut which caused the 
last elutecl shoulder to reappear_ 

The rate of injection and the time the syringe needle was kept in the injector 
had no longer any influence upon the appearance of the chromatogram- Thus, it is 
most hkely that the syringe needle has to be kept in the injector for a period of tune to 
reduce the tendency of back flush into both the dead volume between the msert and 
the iulector body and the inlet tnbing. The slow rate of mjectron avoids a fast buildup 
of pressure, which increases the back flush. Even though the performan~ of thrs 
modified version of the Varian injector could be regarded as substantially improved, 
itwzss&llrmmtlsf~ 

IVie pre-emcuatedi@2ctar 
The new desigu of au injector for sphtlessinjectron, as shown in Fig 3, allows 

the introduction of a sample into a closed and evacuated volume. The vaporization 
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process IS not hampered by an lmtml pressure; the sample IS not dduted and spread 
out in volume and tune by the tamer gas flow dunng the vaponzation and the nsk of 
back flush IS reduced_ 

He 

Sample loop 

CapiLLary column 

Fzg_ 3 The desr_gn of the nokel pre-evacuated qector (For detads, see text) 

The Injector was constructed by means of two zero-dead-volume, hlgh-tem- 
perature valves (Valco Instruments Co_) and glass-hned stamless-steel tubmg (Sclen- 
tlfic Glass Eng )_ The valves were mounted on an L-shaped bar as close to each other 
as the nuts at the ports 3 and 7 (Fig 3) allow Two holders (aluminum) for two Vanan 
Injector heaters (85 W each and coupled 1x1 parallel) and a temperature probe were 
mounted on the L-shaped bar, which was fastened to the frame of the gas chromato- 
graph at the Iocation of the onginal inJector_ The entire construction (valves, sample 
loop and heaters) was msulated mth msulation material_ 

The length of the glass-hned tubmg (0.4 mm I.D.), whch serves as transfer hne 
from the injector to the cap&u-y column, was made as short as possible by mountmg 
the zero-dead-volume connector (I/ 16 in.) ciose to the cetig of the oven_ The septum 
holder was made of a reducing umon (l/4 to l/l6 m.) and the bottom of which had 
been fIattened. In the center of the septum nut (made of alummum) a glass-hned 
tubing (0 3 mm I D ) was soldered to guide the syrmge needle through the septum and 
to hit the 0.3-mm hole of the glass-hned tubmg, whxh IS connected to port 2 of the 
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six-port valve- The Iength of this tubing was adapted to the Iength of the syringe 
needle so that., when Wy inserted, the tip of the needle is 1-2 mm from the core of the 
valve rotor- Fort 1 has a short and plugged glass-lined tubing (0.3 mm I-D-). The 
glass-hned tubing (0.7 mm 1-D.) connecting port 4 with port 10, the sample loop, was 
arbitranly cut to a length of 10 cm_ Thus, the injector volume is about 40 fl_ A single 
stage, od vacuum pump (ultimate vacuum of 10 Torr) was used to evacuate the 
injector through ports 8 and 9. 

The injector is operated in three sequential modes: evacuation, sample loading 
and injection_ During the evacuation ports number I and 3; 2 and 4; 5 and 6; 7 and 8; 
9 and 10 are connected (indicating by thin lines in Fig 3)- The injector system is 
evacuated all the way from the septum while the column is suppl~cd with carrier gas. 
The injector will be ready for the loadmg of the sample by switching the four-port 
valve to the position, which connects ports 7 with 10 and 8 with 9 (thick hnes m Fig. 
3). The vaporized sample is injected, wthout removing the syringe needle, by switch- 
ing the six-port valve to the position where ports 1 and 2; 3 and 5: 4 and 6 are 
connected (thick lines in Fig. 3)_ The carrier gas is now diverted so It wdl push the 
volatilized sampIe out of the injector and onto the coIumn. A negligible small fraction 
of the sample will bc trapped and lost in the ~ohunes at the ports 1 and 2 as can be 
Seen in Fig. 3. The syringe needle-is kft inserted during the sample loading and 
injection to diminish the dead volume and reduce the sample loss. Dcpendmg upon 
the velocity of the carrier gas the sample 1s transferred to the column in 10-20 sec. 
Usually after 30-60 set, the six-port valve 1s reversed first followed by the four-port 
v&e. The injector will then be evacuated, \kMe the chromatographic process con- 
tinues unintelnlpted. 

The performance of this injector is exemplified in Fig. 2, lower panel. Bcsldes 
the noticeable differences in sharpness of the solvent and the two reagent peaks, a 
steady baseline is achieved_ The peaks with longer retention times, particularly in the 
upper panel, are mainly ghost peaks with a characteristic non-reproducibility. There 
are fewer of those in the middle panel, and none in the lower panel. 

The internal volume of the injector was arbitrarily chosen (see above) and has 
not been evaluated regarding a hkely optimal ratio between its volume and the in- 
jected sample volume, but has been found satisfactory for sample volumes up to 0.5 
JL Larger volumes (up to 2 d) have been injected with good reproducibility but w& 
loss of linearity_ A wxdcr range of linearity should be achievable by increasing the 
volume of the sample loop_ The loss of linearity is most likely due to leakages de- 
veioped at the high pressure created by the injection of too large a sample volume. 
Incomplete volatilization due to excessive pressure cannot explain non-linearity as the 
entire sample should be vaporized as soon as the pressure is released by opening the 
valve to the cohnnn. 

Even though the two valves are quite costly as well as the pump, it faIis short of 
the price tag of most commercially available injectors. The performance of this new 
injector surpasses -at. least the commercial one used in this laboratory. The prc- 
evacuated and closed sample loop ensures efficient volatilization of the appropriate 
sampie volume at reasonable temperature without a dynamic d~Iution by the carrier 
gas_ The excellent reproducibility may be attributed partly-to a ckan injector (ex- 
posu& to continuous vacuum) with no hot me@ surfaces. Additional factors such as 
barcITy any exposure 0Mie septum; no unnw andunfhlshed~ead vohlmes and 
most likely very IZttIe back flush make this Cn$ctor reIiabIe and easy to operate. 
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